
 
CARMEN’S PROFESSIONAL GRADE FLOORING ADHESIVE SINCE 2010 

Carmen’s One-Step™, Urethane professional-grade flooring adhesive for 
all known glue-down applications, flooring types and substrates. It is 
made by flooring professionals for flooring professionals. There is actually 
a Carmen behind Carmen’s One-Step™  

Since 2010, it has been the go-to product for residential, commercial, 
institutional and industrial flooring projects. It has been used in the 
office towers that fill the Chicago Skyline; Trump Tower; famous 
mansions, suburban homes, hospitals, schools, malls, sports facilities, factories 
etc. It is part of so many success stories. Here’s how it can be part of yours: 

Save money. Save Time.  
One product to order.  
One product to stock.  
One product for every situation. 
One less thing to worry about. 

Protect your profit with the simplicity  
& proven effectiveness of Carmen’s One-Step™  
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PINK BUCKET GUARANTEE:  YOUR FLOOR STAYS AS PERFECT AS YOU  INSTALL IT.



 

Here are just 10 easy-to-understand benefits. 

1. Reduce costly unproductive time - Arrive ready to work. Ready for the unexpected. 
2. Reduce installation time and complexity - Meet your deadlines and avoid fines.  
3. Reduce clean-up labor costs - Easy-to-clean formula is an “installer’s dream”. 
4. Reduce “oh $@%” moments - no more applying the wrong adhesive to the wrong 

product. No more bringing the wrong product to the job site. 
5. Reduce admin and inventory costs - One adhesive to order and stock. No more 

partially-used specialty products. 
6. Reduce complexity of project planning and pricing - one adhesive for the whole 

job - big or small   
7. Reduce training time and customer complaints - One easy-to-use adhesive with 

No Hollow-Spot™ technology and excellent ridge retention.  
8. Reduce demolition costs: bonds to standard substrates and problematic ones like 

tile. 
9. Reduce “losing” your adhesive on busy job sites - Carmen’s One-Step™ is in bright 

pink bucket! 
10. Reduce your doubt - you’ve got this!! There is actually a Carmen - a caring, 
wonderful lady - behind Carmen’s One-Step™. She takes great care of her family, 
employees and clients. She hopes Carmen’s One-Step™ helps you do the same. 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More about Carmen’s One-Step™. 

- Bonds to solid hardwood, engineered hardwood, bamboo, cork, rubber, plywood, 
parquet, tile (mosaic, ceramic, porcelain, marble etc.). 

- Bonds to substrates including tile, plywood, OSB, well-bonded vinyl, concrete, 
cement patch, gypsum, terrazzo, radiant heated subfloors.  

- Specialized product texture for easy and precise application. 
- Superior ridge retention. 
- Excellent green strength! Bonding starts right away. 
- Generous open/ working time of up to 3 hours. 
- Ready for light foot traffic within 8 hours.  
- Ready for heavy traffic within 24 hours. 
- Once cured, it has a super tensile strength of >395 PSI 

More Good News: 
- LEED Qualified and California Proposition 65 Compliant.  
- Stubbornly water-resistant - a tile-on-tile application submerged in water is still 

holding after 3 months! 
- Adhesive survives weather extremes - think of an uninsulated cabin in Northern 

Wisconsin where there are warm summers and cold winters. 
- Long-lasting! A tile-on-tile application in the kitchen of a Rozzati’s Pizzas is still in 

place since 2010. 

Yes, it’s right for jobs big and small - in any setting:  
- Residential - suburban home, sprawling mansion 
- Commercial- strip malls, shopping malls, offices and office towers 
- Industrial - factories, assembly locations 
- Institutional - hospitals, schools, sports facilities, government buildings, airports.  

It is this simple.  

Carmen’s One-Step™, urethane professional-grade flooring adhesive for all known 
glue-down applications, flooring types and substrates. It is made by flooring 
professionals for flooring professionals.
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